
CONCLUSIONS - <<METROLOGY & MEANING>> 

<A1le fonti filologiche ( ... ), non bastevoli certamente per ricostruire La storia di Pompei, debbono 
aggiungersi talune considerazioni, ricavate dallo studio de' suoi monumenti." 

GIUSEPPE FIORELLI, Descrizione di Pompei

<<Die Geschichte Pompeji's muss (. .) aus den Bauwerken selber gewonnen werden.<< 

HEINRICH NISSEN, Pomp eiani9clie Sludien 

Pompeii is well suited for urban studies. Both the 

extent of the urban area and its extraordinary degree of 

preservation continue to amaze both students and visi-

tors to the site. Even more significant is the fact that of 

the three steps of urban process, formation-transforma-

tion-demolition, only the former two apply to Pompeii. 

Up to the last days of Pompeii furniture was moved 

about or stored away while rooms and interiors were un-

dergoing change. 269 This process of transformation was 

petrified by the eruption of Mount Vesuvius. In a way, 

Pompeii never died. 

This state of affairs presents a special opportunity 

to move beyond generalised map-based studies and to 

use the fabric itself to investigate the urban develop-

ment. This study of Pompeii, more specifically that of 

Regio W, contributes to the debate on urban history in 

different ways. Firstly, by shifting the attention from 

maps of the overall city to the level of insulae and in-

dividual plots and the built fabric, the practice of ur-

ban design has been revealed. Secondly, the study in-

creases our understanding of the historical context in 

which the city of Pompeii originated. The process of 

urban planning, here the application of a grid plan, 

raises questions about the historical circumstances 

that instigated or intensified the urban process. Final-

ly, insight into the spatial urban arrangement, i.e. the 

detailed division of urban space into plots of different 

sizes, demonstrates social differentiation and its 

changes over time. 

These three aspects, the study of urban design, histo-

ry and the nature of Pompeian society, show how the 

study of Pompeii pushes forward the larger debate of ur-

ban studies.

1 Methodology and Metrology 

The foundation of this study is the demonstration 

that the surviving physical fabric of Pompeii can be used 

to reveal regularities in primary planning. The method-

ology of RUSPA, Ricerche Urbanistiche Su Pompei An-
tica, was used to retrace the urban divisions in Regio W 
or the Mercurio area in an earlier period of its existence: 

i.e. the first time the insulae of this area appeared as a 

coherent, integrated design. Based mainly on the char-

acteristics of urban process, especially the persistence of 

<<Site>> and <<Structure>>, the methodology proved capa-

ble of extrapolating urban design from the ancient re-

mains. The analyses are directly related to the informa-

tion embedded in the actual structures, and as such add 

temporal depth that map-based studies such as the ones 

described in the first section of Chapter 2 lack. These 

studies, important as they are, can really only reveal 

spatial behaviour from the spatial patterns that existed 

in the city of A.D. 79. Furthermore, the method enables 

study of extensive areas, unlike excavation, which is 

much more time-consuming and often impossible in 

areas where the remains, especially floors, are particu-

larly well preserved. The study of the development of dif-

ferent urban areas and their relationships through time 

exceeds the limits of (stratigraphic) studies of individual 

houses or insulae. A combination of in-depth studies of 

present and earlier arrangements of the standing struc 

tures and strategically placed excavations will bring u 

to an understanding of the urban history of the town 

more quickly than excavation on its own. 

In Pompeii, the choice for regularity of design lid 

not lead to a very strict urban form. Of the two cor;di-

269 E.g. AlLisoN I992a and b: 1993, 1994, 
1997. There are indications that many of the 
final transformations of the town were caused 
by seismic unrest and the resulting damage to 
the urban fabric. See also Aicldiologie und 
Seismologie" 1995.


